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Sam is reading some rules.

Blacken the circle next to the best answer.

1     Who writes the rules? 
  A Sam’s classmate  B Sam’s friend
  C Sam’s mother  D Sam’s teacher

Fill in the blanks.

2    Sam wants to have a meal. He has to .

3    Which rules does Sam NOT follow? Write the numbers.

(a) (b) (c)

Rule Rule Rule 

 4    Sam watches a cartoon and goes to sleep at 10:15 p.m. He does not follow 

Rule . 

Blacken the circle next to the best answer.

1    What is the weather like? 

  A cloudy  B rainy  C sunny  D windy

2    When can Paul and Tony watch Big Superstars? 

  A 1:00 a.m.  B 1:30 a.m  C 1:00 p.m.  D 1:30 p.m.

Give short answers.

3    Read lines 11–12: ‘I can lend it to you’. What does ‘it’ refer to?

 

 4    Tony borrows Paul’s comic book. What does he need to do?

 

1 Say ‘Good morning’ when you get up.

2 Wash your hands before you have a meal.

3 Keep the toys clean.

4 Share your toys with your brother.

5 Tidy up the toys after you play with them.

6 Do not shout or run at home.

7 Do not stand on the tables or the chairs.

8 Do not draw on the tables or the walls.

9  Go to bed before ten o’clock at night. 
Say ‘Good night’ before you sleep.

Be a good child 

at home
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(Theme: Having fun)

Rules47 Da
y

Sam is reading some rules.

Blacken the circle next to the best answer.

1     Who writes the rules? (Making inferences)

  A Sam’s classmate  B Sam’s friend
  C Sam’s mother  D Sam’s teacher

Fill in the blanks.

2    Sam wants to have a meal. He has to wash his hands .

3    Which rules does Sam NOT follow? Write the numbers.

(a) (b) (c)

Rule 8 Rule 5 Rule 3

 4    Sam watches a cartoon and goes to sleep at 10:15 p.m. He does not follow 

Rule 9 . (Making inferences)

The rules are set for Sam to behave well at home. 
Sam’s mother possibly writes the rules.

(Locating specific information)

(Identifying keywords; making inferences)

Blacken the circle next to the best answer.

1    What is the weather like? (Identifying keywords)

  A cloudy  B rainy  C sunny  D windy

2    When can Paul and Tony watch Big Superstars? (Identifying keywords)

  A 1:00 a.m.  B 1:30 a.m  C 1:00 p.m.  D 1:30 p.m.

Give short answers.

3    Read lines 11–12: ‘I can lend it to you’. What does ‘it’ refer to?

 A Little Hero/The comic book.

 4    Tony borrows Paul’s comic book. What does he need to do?

 Keep the book clean.

(Understanding pronoun reference)

(Locating specific information)

1 Say ‘Good morning’ when you get up.

2 Wash your hands before you have a meal.

3 Keep the toys clean.

4 Share your toys with your brother.

5 Tidy up the toys after you play with them.

6 Do not shout or run at home.

7 Do not stand on the tables or the chairs.

8 Do not draw on the tables or the walls.

9  Go to bed before ten o’clock at night. 
Say ‘Good night’ before you sleep.

2

3(c)

3(b)

3(a)

4

Be a good child 

at home

1

(about 88 words)
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